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The present study describes the contribution of relational-cognitive-constructivist ap-
proach to elderly psychotherapy. Starting from its assumptions, with the individual con-
sidered as an embodied subject that structures and provides meaning to its experience, the 
psychotherapy with the elderly represents a ‘psychotherapy of limit’, since therapeutic re-
lationship is structured according to the acceptance of physical limit as the first descriptor 
of the identity of a changed body. This work requires specific attentions, in particular the 
consideration of relevant aspects such as the body, the attachment and physical symptoms, 
as a relational bond and typical feature of the elderly. 
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Cognitive-constructivist psychotherapy with elderly patients 

Older people make experience of pain or suffering during the aging process, in the ongoing 
course of their personal histories; they thus more and more frequently look for a psychotherapy 
to respond to their suffering, to their existential fractures, and to their desire for new opportuni-
ties of change and growth. 

As in other periods of life, psychotherapy with the elderly is aimed at restoring a meaning 
to their suffering, sometimes totally destabilizing: for life events that encounter and collide 
with the suffering due to aging; for the feeling of being old or ‘being seen’ old by the others; 
for recurring psychological diseases, already encountered in the past but experienced in the 
present, with a perception of self as more fragile; for the feeling of the self as ‘no longer able’; 
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for the presence of overt pathologies already encountered or newly emerging, that change the 
way the person meets itself and the environment; for life events that occur regardless of chron-
ological issues (such as adverse events within the affective and/or familiar environment and not 
meeting expectations).  

For the older person, such suffering occurs just when subjective resources seem less availa-
ble for a redefinition of meanings (for the occurrence of cognitive changes, or the effort arising 
from living in a culture that proposes rules and norms with which it is difficult or impossible to 
feel belonging), useful to bring a fruitful rebalancing over discrepancy, as already experienced 
during their life. 

Even more than in other situations, the psychotherapists have to deal with a becoming 
where they will be similar despite subjective differences, facing the same evolutionary stage. 

The care-oriented relationship we build with our ‘old’ patients, involves an overt compari-
son with our representations concerning the aging process and related issues. In psychotherapy 
with older persons, the therapist and the patient are two minds and two bodies that meet each 
other in order to co-construct new balancing within a meaningful relationship. By means of 
such relationship, thought, narration and sharing are built with regard to narrative strands and 
individual topics embodied in a human being that is experiencing relevant changes in the per-
ception of the self and of the world, starting from transformations that, in different moments, 
will involve both participants. 

In fact, as well pointed up by Spagnoli (2002), the elder, suffering or happy, embodies a re-
quest of meaning addressed to him/herself, to the psychotherapist, or the society. 

The harmonization of identity discrepancy, as a source of discomfort and suffering, both in 
the current emotion-body-thought cycles and in those characterizing the past experiences, be-
comes a meaningful objective of psychotherapy with the elderly, aimed to the construction of a 
time which is often nonexistent, that is, the time between the ‘no more’ and the ‘not yet’. 

Some authors differentiate the psychotherapeutic approach and its objectives according to 
the elderly patient’s age group (Neugarten, 1974). While cognitive-behavioral psychotherapy 
with ‘young-old’1 promotes the work on cognition in the hic et nunc, that is, the activity and 
testing in practice, psychotherapy with ‘very old’ patients focuses on the integration of past, 
present and future as the key element (Bizzini, 2001).  

Therefore, with ‘very-old’ patients the preferred approach is that of life retrospective, that 
is, based on the re-visitation of personal history, with an instrumental (aimed to reactivate 
adaptive strategies employed in the past to manage challenges) or an integrative (aimed to 
identify a consistency across all life period) objective. Bizzini (2001) also highlights the im-
portance, for a person at the end of life, of the desire to leave something of him/herself to pos-
terity; such desire should be considered in the psychotherapy with those patients. The author 
also highlights the contribution of the constructivist model to the standard cognitive-rationalist 
approach, that is, the possibility to explore meanings, emotional experience and modes of in-
terpersonal relationships within a safe, engaging and intense relationship, such as the psycho-
therapeutic relationship (Bizzini, 2001). Moreover, the same author promotes the integration of 
the third wave of cognitive therapy, with particular reference to Mindfulness (Bizzini, Bizzini 
& Favre, 2009). 

The epistemological frame of constructivism considers the human being as an active co-
constructor in the process of meanings attribution and reordering; such meanings regard both 
the self and the self within its environment.  

There are several approaches that refer to these concepts. Among those more established, 
we found Kelly’s Personal Construct Theory. Mahoney, Neimeyer, Guidano and Liotti are 

																																																								
1 The distinction between “young-old” and “old-old” has been primarily proposed by Neugarten (1974).	
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some of the major founders who have largely innovated the constructivist psychotherapy. The 
psychotherapy they propose highlights the primary centrality of individual experience in the 
construction of meanings used for knowing and understanding the person’s environment; psy-
chotherapy actively leads patients toward the comprehension of their specific mode of cogni-
tive, emotional and practical experience, in order to promote change. 

The assumptions of this approach include the importance of ‘being embodied’, of having a 
biological structure that actively participate to the construction of the personal history of being 
oneself. 

The knowledge of reality is related to personal experience; one’s own ‘lived world’ should 
be considered as valuable since it represents a personal interpretation among many possible 
worlds.  

According to a hermeneutic approach to psychological constructivism (that emphasizes the 
process of meanings’ understanding), it can be said that any knowledge consists of «an inter-
pretation historically founded rather than timeless, contextually verifiable rather than universal-
ly valid, and linguistically generated and socially negotiated rather than cognitively and indi-
vidually produced» (Chiari & Nuzzo, 1996, p. 174). 

Literature about constructivist psychotherapy with the elderly presents a heterogeneous and 
not particularly consistent scenarios. A first difficulty lies in the paradoxical large number of 
studies concerning patients with cognitive decline with respect to patients who live a ‘normal’ 
aging. But even concerning the former, we observe a broadening of the concept of therapy, that 
includes models and techniques which use personal narration as an instrument of change in a 
non-specific way and outside a co-constructed relationship with shared objectives (Regan & 
Varanelli, 2013; Bohlmeijer, Kramer, Smit, Onrust, & van Marwijk, 2009). As claimed by Pa-
doani & Marini (2001): 

The proliferation of techniques that aim to address the various aspects of the elderly suffering 
inevitably go with the risk of extending the label of psychotherapy or psychological treatment to 
a range of approaches that, even if potentially useful, can take a full psychotherapeutic meaning 
only if included, within the therapist and patient mind, in a more complex frame, which is that, 
unique and irreplaceable, of a temporally oriented caring relationship. (p. 200) 

For patients belonging to the second category, the majority of studies refer to Kelly’s 
(1955) personal construct theory. 

Personal construct theory  
In this theoretical perspective, life events may invalidate some constructs of older individu-

al, resulting in psychological changes (transitions) in four main areas: somatic, relational, psy-
chological (self-related) and in the social role. As for every individuals, the disconfirmation of 
a construct can generate emotions such as anxiety, anger, hostility, and also depression (Viney, 
1993). When frequent, such disconfirmations can lead to a closure in tight or too loose patterns 
that appear maladaptive and non-functional. Emotional well-being of the elderly is instead 
guaranteed by confirmation of constructs in each of those areas, and in particular those con-
cerning the relational dimension. Viney is one of the authors who have largely contributed to 
the application of this approach to the psychotherapy with the elderly, favouring the use of life 
histories and personal narratives as a means to identify patients’ constructs.  

According to the author, it is possible to identify two useful criteria to ensure a careful and 
therapeutic listening: the criterion of the satisfaction of needs, and that tied to the content. In 
the therapeutic use of life stories, Viney (1993) points out that the stories should be aimed at 
the integration of separate elements, be consistent, and ensure integration of the patient's life 
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constructs and of the same life events, with the ultimate aim of ensuring as much as possible a 
sense of continuity to the patient. 

There are histories with negative content (themes related to changes occurring in the physi-
cal and cognitive functioning, as well as depression, suicide, substance abuse, and the loss of 
sexual activity), and histories with positive content (recognition of one’s own competence, 
mastery and sense of humour; the realization of the Self with the self-recognition of personal 
growth capacity, the establishment of the identity and integrity of one’s own person; religious 
faith; family and friendships, as sources of available support). 

Among the techniques employed with the aim of improving psychotherapeutic sensibility 
and identifying missing contents in addition to recurring themes, there are the self-
characterization, loosening, tightening (including ABC), the repertory grid, together with the 
analysis of myths and stereotypes. 

The same author also provides a list of criteria useful to the therapist for the selection of el-
derly patients who could probably benefit from constructivist therapy: a certain physical ener-
gy; preserved cognitive abilities; capacity to establish a close relationship with the therapist; an 
evident ability to be interested in other people; at least some positive stories; some negative 
stories; moreover, they should not be totally overwhelmed by confusion, depression and impo-
tence. 

According to this approach, three distinct phases in working with the elderly can be identi-
fied: story-telling (to tell), story testing (to evaluate the history) and story retelling (to re-tell). 
With regard to the effectiveness of such therapy with the elderly, already in 1993 Viney report-
ed a therapy carried out with a group of elderly people suffering from depression or anxiety. In 
this study emotional well-being and independence were investigated: for the former, signifi-
cantly positive results in favour of a reduction of the psycho-emotional problems were ob-
served; according to independence, while getting evidence of greater skills and less impotence 
after the treatment, these results did not remained at the follow-up after four months. 

The position taken by personal construct therapy appears, ultimately, peculiar, when com-
pared with other therapies, such as, for example, cognitive-behavioral therapy or psychoanalyt-
ic therapy, in relation to the centrality of the patient's personal meaning in having access to 
his/her reality. Emotions appear as instruments of knowledge. Unlike psychodynamic therapy, 
which focuses on the story itself, constructivists pose a careful attention to the story carried by 
the patient, not in order to analyze the past, but to investigate how these stories/narratives/tales 
affect the patient's current actions. 

To date, speak about constructivism in the singular is more theoretical than realistic, if we 
assume that any active listening to post-modern choirs detects a polyphony of voices and not 
all are singing with the same key (Neimeyer, 1995). Constructivism should not be considered, 
as stated by Balbi (2004), as a unique epistemological model; in fact the author, in a brief ex-
amination, describes the possible differences between constructivism and post-rationalism, 
although both these theoretical-clinical approaches seem unified by the rejection of associa-
tions, as the author writes. 

Post-rationalism, proposed by Guidano (1987, 1991), puts its bases starting from the fol-
lowing premises: organisms appear as closed systems; knowledge, as previously stated by 
Maturana (1990), as self-organization of the immediate experience; psychopathology concep-
tualized in terms of personal meaning and psychotherapeutic strategy is not persuasive and 
instructive (such as a modality more akin to the radical constructivism); emotions as forms of 
knowledge and constitutive of the process of consciousness, therefore as essential elements 
within the psychotherapeutic work. 

“While post-rationalists lay stress on the emotional meaning of experience, constructivists 
tend to place a high value (in some cases in an exclusive form) on the semantics of language” 
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(Balbi, 2004, pp. 211-212, transl. ours). Balbi, after Maturana (1990), well summarizes the 
centrality of emotion for post-rationalists, underlining the close link between emotion-thought-
body and defining emotions as bodily dynamics. 

Relational Cognitive Constructivist Therapy 

The psychotherapy of limit 

The attention to the uniqueness of each identity organization that gives structure and mean-
ing to one’s own existence in the world, through the encounter with other human beings 
throughout life, through dynamics of growth that are characterized by cycles and spirals of 
experience, becomes even more valuable when facing with older people who ask for help for 
their suffering. 

Even with older people, constructivist psychotherapy refers, of course, to its assumption of 
the individual as organizing the direction and mode of his/her being in the world from its own 
unique way of co-constructing its environment, starting from the first sensorimotor and affec-
tive processes, becoming more complex thanks to the neuronal development which offers new 
means for re-defining events (favouring a preferential development of specific modes of 
knowledge, which in turn affects the emotional and sensory perception regarding new experi-
ences). 

Older people may experience the aging process with more or less significant difficulties in 
integrating the changes related to this becoming. It occurs both at a first level, concerning the 
organization of immediate experience, consisting of the sense-perceptual flow and the corre-
sponding emotional activations and mental representations that constitute the tacit knowledge, 
and at the level of explicit knowledge, that is, their conscious rearrangement according to their 
own personal meaning organization that has been structuring over a lifetime (Guidano, 1987). 

The many changes taking place (physical: the body changing; cognitive: the small but sig-
nificant changes that concern mainly attention and working memory abilities; affective: signif-
icant others of the early part of life gradually disappear; social: the context of our Western so-
cieties involves very strict rules in the preservation of socially significant roles, and often older 
people are removed) can thus be perceived in a relatively peaceful way, or as very destabiliz-
ing, up to lead to experiential broken, sometimes ignored as long as possible, in order to main-
tain the previously used consistency. 

These self-perceptions reveal through the emergence of emotions that are modulated in 
terms of their content and of how and when they arise; at an explicit level, a reordering is acti-
vated from a new meaning, to build a novel adaptive equilibrium even if within the consistency 
of the process of knowledge.  

To reorganize one's self becomes a critical step. However, it takes a greater urgency than in 
other life stages, because the long aging course leads to deal with many separations (from 
roles, people, situations, self-definitions) and to live them both as passive loss or active let go; 
these feelings are probably elicited from the experimentation of unavoidable limitations such 
as a changing body that become fragile and the future time perspective that is shrinked. To 
rearrange one's self means to continuously introduce the above-quoted perturbations, prevent-
ing fractures from the identity frames of the past, and facing the challenge of limits’ integra-
tion, toward a new identify coherence that has continuity with the past one. 

Aging may represent the modification and neglect of models and behaviours that have 
marked the course of life up to that moment and, at the same time, redefine the specificity and 
uniqueness of the person getting older (Baltes & Reese, 1984; Cesa-Bianchi & Albanese, 2004; 
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Pezzati & Cristini, 2005). The organizational arrangements of the personal meaning of 
knowledge allows to confront and integrate the difficulties, the existential changes, the suffer-
ings and discrepancies that, in this period of life, become more numerous and concentrated in 
time with respect to other life stages (only comparable to adolescence). 

The identity construction in the individual that is getting older (biologically from 25’s; so-
ciologically according to the roles; with regard to identity, in relation to its personal history), as 
an ongoing process, is constituted, as throughout the whole life, from a dialectic which is gen-
erated between the sense of continuity and that of happening in a trend in which the self-
coherence guarantees the possibility of a stabile recognition even in the change. Everything 
takes place within a personal history embodied and in constant evolution, in a context that sim-
ultaneously changes in its requirements, references and acknowledgments. 

The suffering during aging, therefore, is often generated by this failure to integrate the 
physical-emotional destabilizations listed above in their own frame of identity. This aspect 
occurs in physiological aging and, even more exacerbated, in conditions of chronic disease, the 
latter often present in old age. 

The psychotherapeutic treatment of the elderly person, however, imposes challenges and a 
specific attention; in fact, it should integrate, when listening to the patient's issues, several 
problems that must be addressed in a holistic way, since they involve both the psychological, 
physical and relational dimensions. Such dimensions are constitutive characteristics of the 
identity and are already affected by disturbances and changes of the aging process, thus modu-
lating a reorganization in the recognition of self and others (Padoani & Marini, 2001). 

Knight (2004) noted the importance of changing some aspects in psychotherapy because 
older people, while not being fundamentally different from the other adults, belong to another 
culture to be taken into account when constructing the therapeutic encounter with them. In this 
sense, the distinction made by Neugarten (1974) and Baltes and Smith (1997), between 
"young-old" and "old-old", or that of the sociologist Facchini (Facchini & Rampazi, 2006) who 
identified three distinct categories (old belonging to the generation of material uncertainty, 
hinge old, or the new future generation of the elderly of the reflected uncertainty identity), lead 
to taking into account the importance of different objectives and life styles, that the psycho-
therapist should learn how to bring out and recognize in order to build a strong therapeutic re-
lationship of trust, where the elderly patient is an active protagonist of his/her own care path-
way  (Pezzati & Cristini, 2005).  

It is therefore necessary to fulfill these indications of knowledge and respect for the values, 
content and processes of the elderly patient, which are very different from those of the therapist 
almost always younger. As emphasized by Bizzini (2001), the strategies used by the physician 
in the treatment of the elderly are influenced not only by the specific psychotherapeutic train-
ing in this field, but also by neurological, psychopathological and psychogeriatric models, 
needed to accompany the patient in a shared path. As well expressed by Padoani and Marini 
(2001), psychotherapy faces the challenge of “revisiting the past and recovering the lived expe-
rience, to make synthesis in light of a further growth” (Padoani & Marini 2001, p. 201). 

Among the most important aspects to consider in the psychotherapeutic process with the 
elderly person there are the consideration of the body, attachment, and the use of physical 
symptom at the beginning of treatment, as a relational bond and typical feature of the elderly. 

The body 
The body, which may seem so familiar and unchanging, is actually in permanent changing. 

The aging of the body is probably the most prominent element of the old age due to the poten-
tial suffering and difficulties that causes in its transformations and to the pressing urgency to 
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restore meaning to the feelings and perceptions conveyed by it, and that can lead to distortions 
with regard to the perception of the self and of one’s experience of being in the world. 

The body changes, with all related neurocognitive, psychosomatic and affective aspects, 
force the person living the experience of aging-related changes to enable adaptive skills that 
are no longer usable with the previously known flexibility. The difficulty arises from integrat-
ing their experience into a new mode of knowing and feeling; that is, the need to constantly re-
interpret events with modes that are different from that most familiar and recognizable, activat-
ed until then. 

In an interesting hypothesis, Nicolini (2008) suggests that the elderly person realizes a 
knowledge of the world and of him/herself in the world, in which sensory experiences and the 
emotional response to them, already central in the construction of sensation-emotion patterns 
during the early stages of life, seem to reactivate a knowledge through the body. A body that 
becomes essential and that lives the experience of uncertainty about the ‘no more’ and/or the 
fear about ‘not yet’. The feeling of uncertainty in such unavoidable body activates fears of 
physical and emotional dependence. The same lived body reminds the importance of the pres-
ence of affective relationships in the interactive process with attachment figures. Obviously, to 
consider the role of the significant others in one’s own lives as less or more critical, is related 
to the attachment style the elderly person has structured and developed in the course of its life. 

Attachment 
Alongside the traditional factors that influence mental functioning in old age, it is currently 

given priority to the processes relating to the capacity to ask for support and closeness and the 
consequent perceived safety, that is, the answer to the need to feel protected when experiencing 
trouble, fear, sadness and uncertainty. In elderly people, the activation of the attachment styles 
is particularly detectable in three main areas: the acceptance of chronic illness and related care; 
the grief and the ability to cope with the loss as well as to his/her own death; the adjustment 
capacity to age with respect to the experienced wellbeing, aspects that are central in under-
standing the development of mental states of attachment and of interactive modes proper of 
aging (Cicirelli, 2010). 

Older people that grew up in unwelcoming and poor supportive families tend to present 
more physical and psychological ailments (Patterson, Smith, Smith, Yager, & Grant, 1992). In 
fact, there is a correlation between early childhood experiences and physical and mental well-
being in the elderly. Older people who report inadequate care during the childhood have a low 
self-esteem and high anxiety levels, depression and loneliness, especially those who have lost 
their partners. Therefore, the knowledge about experiences in early childhood with parents 
becomes relevant since it can provide important information on how older persons can respond 
to adversity (Anderson & Stevens 1993). 

Accordingly, Murphy (1982) observed that, among most of older people who presented so-
cial problems, poor health and negative experiences, only those who did not have a significant 
relationship of trust in the present were vulnerable to depression. The author points out that 
two-thirds of the elderly without a relationship of trust have not experienced a secure attach-
ment figure in the childhood. This seems to underline that the capacity to enter a relationship of 
intimacy is not independent from how the ability to ask for closeness and protection has been 
developed in the past. 

Some authors (McCarty & Davies, 2003) state that the memories of attachment may remain 
silent in adult life and be reactivated during the old age. People that during childhood have 
experienced dysfunctional modes of attachment, when faced to changes related to aging, have 
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difficulty in dealing with negative situations and are more vulnerable with respect to poor 
health. 

The physical symptom and the role of the therapist in elderly psychotherapy  

The process underlying relational constructivist psychotherapy is historical and centered on 
process and development. It considers the emotional experience as central, since it constitutes a 
primary mode of knowledge. So, symptoms become cognitive processes that highlight the un-
successful attempts to shift to a new equilibrium. Specifically, the elderly person very frequent-
ly brings his/her physical symptoms in the first encounters. There are three aspects of the psy-
chotherapeutic path that are intertwined according to the increasing self-knowledge that patient 
develops: the reframing of the physical symptoms; the history of development; the declination 
of the new reorganization of the sense-perceptual stream changes related to aging, and the cor-
responding emotional activations and ideational representations, in constituting a new explicit 
knowledge that integrates new limits. 
Differently from an adult, the symptoms initially brought in session by an elderly patient, fre-
quently physiologic, become a first chance to be seen and recognized as a holistic and embod-
ied individual, with a unique history, and not only the result of what no longer can be. The ac-
ceptance of the elderly begins from the very first meeting, when he offers his tendency to per-
ceive and present itself as fragile in the body, and therefore socially and emotionally acceptable 
as an old person. 
This active listening to the presented symptoms involves a reorganization that starts from self-
observation and sharing, with the therapist disrupting this attribution of meaning, accompany-
ing the patient to redefine this meaning and re-contextualize it within his/her life events, and 
gradually widening the possibilities of self-exploration of the patient. 
So, it is central the role of physical symptom in engaging the elderly patient into a relationship; 
physical symptom becomes the main point for developing the ability to look at this fragile 
body, not as statically and helplessly given, but as a starting point for an evolving representa-
tion, that from the ‘body as a symptom’ widens to the aging person. 
The active listening of the referred symptoms allows a shared patient-therapist exploration in 
which the inter-reciprocity appears to be the ordering element of organizational development 
(Spagnoli, 2002). 
This process is possible thanks to the shared careful ‘look’, that allows patients to access to the 
body’s intimacy; through narration, such intimate body provides the mean to a cooperation in 
the hic et nunc, where the embodied self, released from ‘doing’ and judgement, can be told. 
This recognition broadens the limit of physical experience, making it recognizable starting 
from a broadening of meanings and an enlargement of degrees of freedom. 
The therapy context represents a place where it becomes possible to face ‘the limit’, because it 
is not directly experienced as happens in everyday life. Such reorder occurs within a space that 
is placed between two different dimensions: the self-perception in the hic et nunc of the exist-
ence of the ‘aging moment’; the re-elaboration, within therapy, of such perception that opens to 
a different way of being and feeling himself, within the safety of the therapeutic space and out-
side the constraints of concreteness. 
The experience of doing, and do not recognize themselves in the unsatisfactory results when 
compared to the past Self, is frequently disclosed by the occurrence of worthlessness themes in 
the patients’ narrations. These issues are addressed by elderly people according to their person-
ality styles that can lead them to actively avoid any issue of worthlessness, giving rise to fran-
tic aging, where the make or continue to make have the value of reassuring about the fact that 
nothing has changed or is changing. Alternatively, the many changes that characterize old age 
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can be experienced as an unavoidable fact, lading the older person to retreat in not proactively 
and explorative experiences of this stage of life. Between these extremes of denial and adher-
ence to the experience of impotence, there are the varied and multiple ways to wear old age. 
In the co-constructed psychotherapeutic space, the potential of development/devolution of the 
known abilities can be so explored, supported by a reassuring relationship, that is, non-
judgmental and especially not demanding in terms of performance or results to be achieved. 
Such comfortable environment allows the elderly person to develop a presentation and repre-
sentation of self that leads to the integration of a conceivable new way of being old. This early 
representation, developed thanks to the safe context of therapy, is gradually explored in such 
place and then acquires a reified concrete dimension in terms of identity, not only as possible, 
but real. 
The deconstruction that the body-mind unit is forced to face during the aging process encoun-
tering the experience of limit, being it perceived as approachable or not, integrable or not, finds 
possible reorganizations within therapy. To be completed and to become generative, this de-
construction also needs a reordering of the past: only the processing of memories which inter-
face between them and then become a whole, allows to reach an internal consistency of signifi-
cant life events. 
In the therapeutic space, to free oneself from reality helps to deconstruct a way of doing and 
thinking at themselves that had been established and consolidated in adulthood, looking for the 
most appropriate response to the subjective and objective requirements of this stage of life. 
Deconstruction reopens, however, the possibility of rethinking themselves in a new way. This 
body that no longer works efficiently, this mind that could leave us, destabilizing the previous-
ly reached balance, enables a new exploration of self. Such exploration is deep and include all 
existence; it mitigates the ‘no longer’ of actuality and enriches what has been done in the past, 
rejoining emotional and identity discrepancies still open. 
Then, to reopen a possible becoming is the result of the integration of some basic parts that 
characterize the aging process. To build oneself right now, through psychotherapy, helps the 
reorganization of the present and past history, of the life stages, each with levels of awareness 
that are proper and possible. To ‘build’ oneself is represented by resuming the whole wires that 
give a different significance to the present moment. It is not, therefore, a mere reconstruction 
of historical events, but a re-elaboration of meanings and emotions related to life events, intro-
ducing the possibility of letting go individual moments to reach a new, more inclusive sense of 
different meanings: a generative opening that reactivates the elderly person with regard to all 
the planes of existence, with the integration of current limits in a no longer arduous manner. 
Working with the elderly, the psychotherapist learns to stay, to think without acting, and to 
adapt to limitations and timing of a person belonging to a different generation. This requires a 
good knowledge about the holistic processes of aging, and a previous exploration of personal 
meanings related to such processes, in order to avoid a possible overlapping to the meanings of 
the patient (Pezzati, 2006).  

Conclusions 

Relational constructivist psychotherapy with the elderly could be defined, then, as the ‘psy-
chotherapy of limit’, since the therapeutic relationship is structured according to the acceptance 
of physical limit as the first descriptor of the identity of a changed body, that reveals itself in 
order to be interpreted in the folds of its existence. 
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Psychotherapy of limit is aimed to make the patient aware about the potential of the present 
moment in a safe situation: meta-communication about the limit is realized, without having to 
experience it. From the limit, so recognized, a space is created where meanings can be reor-
ganized, where the different situated selves are no more blocked by the experience of limit due 
to aging, so not preventing a self-recognition at the level of the ‘Reflected Self’ (Bara, 1996). 
Thus, the therapeutic process supports the patient in the deconstruction of previous self-
knowledge, with the aim of building a new one, that is integrated, harmonious and comprehen-
sive also of novel limits.  
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